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Digital Schnitzeljagd as 
a way to learn about 
social media, AI and 
information overload
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WHAT IS  
LEGIT? 

WHAT IS 
TRUSTWORTHY?



Some resources on learning about AI

…how to use them in 
an engaging way?



30-60 min outdoor game 

team size 2-4, ages 14+ 

navigated by a phone app 

adventure around social media, AI 
& cognitive biases 

Follow-up workshop
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Digital Schnitzeljagd



“Great exercise for both your 

legs and brain."

“We have never done 

anything like this before.”

“This was serious fun.”

“Some fun but generally very 

interesting. It is important to 

understand what AIs and algorithms  

can do. This lesson was very useful.”

550+ students
school visits 

summer camps

Grow Trails at a glance…
Click to see the video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLJ14oApml_B1MO57g8V6_3t58903bdr/view?usp=sharing


"I extremely enjoyed it. We were 
having fun and experiencing a new 

type of game. In the beginning I 
wasn't sure if I would play it but 

after starting I was fully in game. I 
reckon, I would play it once more if I 

had this opportunity." 

"The game was amazing. It's 
theme is really close to my 

interests and things that I am 
worried about. I really liked the 

"sequence" task and how it 
explains our biases." 

"I realized some things that were true about myself and my 
reactions to online content. I know I have to be more careful about 
social media etc. This game emphasized it." 



Case study: The Whistleblower game

Can you solve the mysterious 
disappearance of an employee in a 
social media giant? 

Solve puzzles, collect traces and 
explore the power of AI, social media 
and cognitive biases that shape our 
perceptions.

AI

Data Collection 

Behaviour prediction 

Social Media 

Fake Content



Designing an educational Schnitzeljagd

Image from https://www.escapegame-wien.com/der-zauberer/

Escape rooms
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Designing an educational Schnitzeljagd

Goal: let students try out what AI 
can predict about them from a 
simple recording of their face. 

+ topics for workshop discussion  

Insert video

Click to see the video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LpX_ogYySUpdpKz4eLP3UxudUh3EMlhr/view?usp=sharing


The three ingredients: story, riddles and learning content 
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Goal: let students try out what 
AI can predict about them from 
a simple recording of their face  

How can the learning 
task naturally fit into 
the unfolding story?

“Video demonstrates the 
evidence that Frances, the 
social media employee, 
gathered about the AI before 
she went missing…”

What is the riddle? / 
How is the learning task 
used later in the game? 
Players will be able to pass a 
quiz on eradicating fake news.  



Story

Riddles /  
Game structure 

Learnings

5 learning topics 
  
each developed into 
riddles & story 



Now your turn!

Learning 

Content

https://facemorph.me/?from_value=Anna&to_value=Sophie

Task: How can you  
- fit the following learning resource into a story about 
a social media employee and  
- design riddles that will convey your learning goals?



Continuously transforms the left face into the right face (
=>(

Creating fake faces is very easy(



Now your turn!
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Content
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• Can you form a specific 
learning goal? 

• How do you make sure that 
players will not be tempted to 
skip your learning parts in the 
game? 

Task: How can you  
- fit the following learning resource into a story about 
a social media employee and  
- design riddles that will convey your learning goals?



Now your turn!
Task: How can you  
- fit the following learning resource into a story about 
a social media employee and  
- design riddles that will convey your learning goals?

https://facemorph.me/?from_value=Anna&to_value=Sophie

Riddles 

Structure

Story
Learning 

Content

What is the riddle?  

How is the learning 
task used later in the 
game? 

Can you formulate a 
specific learning 
goal? 

Why will players not 
be tempted to skip 
your learning parts 
in the game?

How can the 
learning task 
naturally fit into 
the unfolding 
story? 

Any real 
elements?

Model:



Title: Face-Morphing Project
Person in charge: Frances Haugen

Executive summary:
Nowadays it is extremely easy to create fake online 
content that looks pretty real.  

One such tool is a website called
facemorph.me

There, you can generate a fake face from any name. 
Moreover, if you type in two names, you can 
continuously morph between the two faces and 
generate a merged (average) face. See Fig. 1 for a 
concrete example with names Emily and Mary.

This technology could potentially enable flooding 
online space with fake images and videos. 
Due to ethical considerations our team 
recommends to approach these technologies with 
utmost caution.

Our solution

Puzzle whose solution is 
a locker number 

AND 

Report on Face 
Morphing, a project that 
Frances worked on at the 
social media company

https://facemorph.me/?from_value=Emily&to_value=Mary


A few tips…

Information that players get should be useful to progress 
further in the game (e.g., no side-readings).  

Make it feel less “like school” (e.g., formats like being quizzed 
on what one just learnt). 

Give players chance to fail too, and a possibility to control 
their choices (e.g., not like a pre-written book that always ends 
up the same way, irrespective of what you do). 

Riddles 

Structure



Story

A few tips…

How can the learning task naturally fit into the unfolding 
story? 

Made-up story or can you use real elements? 

Story gives “purpose” and serves as a glue between riddles 
and learnings.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Haugen 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Haugen


Story

A few tips…

How can the learning task naturally fit into the unfolding 
story? 

Made-up story or can you use real elements? 

Story gives “purpose” and serves as a glue between riddles 
and learnings.

Frances Haugen

Data Analyst,  
Google & 
Faceboook 
employee,  
Whistleblower  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Haugen 

Based on a 
real story…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Haugen


https://facemorph.me/?

Resources on AI, fakes recognition, cognitive biases…



Actionable Gamification

Books

Critical Thinking



Is creating an immersive Schnitzeljagd difficult?

…depends!

Some apps to consider



Play The Whistleblower :-) 

Book a Schnitzeljagd workshop for your 
school class or family

For a game outside Vienna: hello@growtrails.com

mailto:hello@growtrails.com


Thank you! :-)

Zuzka Masárová 

Education sciences (Cambridge) 

Math & CS (UWaterloo, IST Austria) 

Organizing math camps, creating  

teaching materials: 10+ years 

Josef Tkadlec 

Math & CS (IST Austria, Harvard, 

Charles University) 

Czech Math Olympiad committee 

member 

Organizing & teaching at math camps:  

   15+ years 

Yunzhe Li 

PhD student @ IST Austria 

Main story designer  

Team Grow Trails



The three ingredients to create an immersive educational 
Schnitzeljagd: story, riddles and learning content 

Riddles 

Structure

Story
Learning 

Content

What is the riddle?  

How is the learning task used later 
in the game?  

Possibility to make choices / fail / 
different from “school”?

Can you formulate a specific 
learning goal? 

How do you make sure that 
players will not be tempted to skip 
your learning parts in the game?

How can the learning 
task naturally fit into 
the unfolding story? 

Any real elements?

https://growtrails.com, also at https://www.vistascience.at/event/soziale-medien-ki-und-digitale-taeuschungen/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Haugen

